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WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC

PCC HOLIDAY PARTY

Here is the Grand Prize of the Holiday Party!

The 2012 Holiday Party will be held at
Harry's Hofbrau in Redwood City on January
19th, 2013, 6:00 p.m.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
I was informed by the Holiday Party Chairman that
if you purchase the tickets at the December and the
January general meeting, you are eligible to a special
early bird drawing. So get the party tickets from Ray
Squires at the meeting. 

Part of the Holiday Party prizes. Come get your tickets.
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DECEMBER MEETING MINUTES

Sad Stories: None of the innocent confessed, but several of
the guilty were reported. Everybody enjoyed it.

December 19 2012

. . . this was reported:

Call to Order: Mike Solaegui called meeting to order.

Phil Hill took a G-26 motor from Ray at a swap meet. Phil
used it to put an Edge 540 in with. It (the G26) quit, the
plane snapped and went in.
That’s it.
Anger
Management was administered to the Aircraft
appropriately. - Sad Story.

Dennis Lowry

Guests:
George McIllece is a helicopter enthusiast but wants to fly
airplanes. (Yahoooo! God Luck! Go man go!)

Show and Tell:

Dominique Vial has been to the field and has an AMA card
receipt. (Congrats on your visible improvement.)

Jake’s: 1/2A Zero: Very Nice combat plane! It’s Polyspan
with Brodak paint. As always Jake posts a contest winning
quality product!

Ray Williams has been working at flying for several months
and wants to join PCC. (We like new folks who can
Bar-B-Cue).
Raffle Prize: Park Zone Spitfire

Ken’s: $1.00 Voo-Doo-Esque U-ONTROL airplane. Nice,
economic, flyable.

Treasurers Report: All is good. Room Fee might go up to
$120.00 Night. (Grumble! Hurmph!)

Ray’s: Supercub with a Zenoah G-38 for power. 16 lbs, 80"
wingspan, covered in Lustercoat. It’s a great looker.

Membership Report: Show your AMA, pay the dues, and
get your 2013 membership card. No year bars now, but
there’s a solution is in pursuit. We need all of you, so renew.
Nothing’s free, even the doughnuts.

Martin’s: Grosvenor foamy (DeHavilland DH-88), and
Messerschmitt 262 foamy. Beautiful airplanes!

President Report: The club is fine. But ask yourself:
What can I do for the club, not, what can the club do for
me.
Dinner Report 1/19 at Harry’s Hofbrau @ $30 each.
There’s an Early Bird Raffle this year for people who buy
early. It includes those who pay @ the Jan Meeting also.
John Bassetto will be the Master of Ceremonies, and needs a
set of tails, if you have them.
New Business: Ruts.
Elections: The existing officers are re-elected and confirmed
for the 2013 term.
Oceana Indoor Flying is a possibility soon, Matt will
organize it.
Safety Report: Poison Oak: Be Careful near the pit area,
near the pot area, and if you pee near or from the bush
area. Ouch!
Fire Extinguishers need to be charged regularly. If you see
them empty call your supervisor and charge them.
Maintenance: Trip to the Dump. Sat after New Years.
Bring your pots and pans. A small fee will be charged.
Field Report: All is well, but there has been a growing
fissure at the entrance to highway 1. Be careful, and bring a
½ yard of gravel to the field next week.

Greg’s: Corsair.

Flight Proficiency: All is upgraded. And proficiency is in
the upper climbs.

Carlos’: Cub. Nice.

Dennis
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

JANUARY 1ST @ RICHARDSON FIELD
Brian Chan

Yes, how time flies when you are having fin! It is that time
again, slowly approaching Halloween, Thanksgiving and
Christmas! It is time to renew your PCC and AMA
membership.

A few of us brave (crazy?) souls went out to Richardson Field
to welcome the New Year by flying on 1-1-13. When we (me
and Jim R) arrived, Mike N was already ready to fly and had
brought doughnuts. The doughnuts did not make the weather
any warmer! A few moments later, Jake C showed up.
Doesn't matter the weather is about 47° and wind is about
8-12 mph, we flew anyway (wind chill is about -100°F!).
Well, flying is just a term that when the wheels are off the
ground, it is considered "flying"! Most of the flight was under
full power and some of the upwind legs actually had negative
ground speed! Then more continued to show up, including the
man we named the field after, yes, Alonzo. Ws had a good
chat, not much flying. It was a good start of the New Year; oh
yeah, the wind did calm down a bit in the afternoon. 

Renew your AMA membership now in order to get the
2012 Card before January. AMA renewal can be done
online @

https://www.modelaircraft.org/joinrenew.aspx
You will need the 2013 AMA license to renew your
2013 PCC membership, NO EXCEPTION.
You can also visit http://www.modelaircraft.org to learn
about special options for AMA members including
alphanumeric AMA numbers.
When you receive your 2013 AMA card, mail a copy of it
along with your $125.00 ($100.00 membership fee + $25.00
field surcharge) check made out to “PCC” to:

PCC Treasurer
1779 Woodland Ave., Ste. #28
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Or bring your AMA card and a check (or cash!) to the next
PCC meeting (save you 45 cents and an envelope!) Dues are
$125.00 if paid before the New Year, $135.00 after
January 1st 2013. It will be $145.00 if paid after February
1st! 

UPCOMING EVENTS
January 2013
1 New Year's Day, Happy New Year!
16 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
19 PCC Holiday Party at Harry's Hofbrau, Redwood City.

Four brave (crazy?) souls braved the high wind and low
temperature to fly on New Year's Day. Photo by J. Reimholz.

February
10 Chinese New Year! Year of the Snake.
20 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
March
20 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae
April
13 SCCMAS Swap Meet, SCCMAS, Morgan Hill.
17 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae

Jim is hiding behind my jacket to keep warm from the wind.
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TEST FLYING A NEW RC AIRPLANE

Bob Wilson

Macon Aero Modelers, Franklin NC

All too often pilots—knees rattling and fingers shaking—taxi
a new model out to the runway and begin what turns out to be
a disaster. Rather than calmly analyzing feedback from the
model, there is a flurry of stick yanking and jerking and a
crash.
Successfully testing a new model is more of an attitude than
anything else. It requires calm analysis by reading what the
airplane is trying to tell you and a good dose of planning
ahead.
The planning ahead part involves being sure you have taken
all the preliminary steps while building or assembling the
model to make sure the engine is properly mounted, fuel lines
are free of kinks, that the correct CG is there, the engine is
tuned in, and myriad other small details that it takes for a
model to fly well. A good carpenter will measure three times
and it follows that the details of an airplane should be
checked three times as well.

Alonzo kept warm with the help of an Army blanket!

How many times have I seen the fuel line to the engine
connected to the vent line instead of the pickup line? How
many times have I seen the lack of a screw to hold a servo
arm in the servo, or gas engines/mufflers bolted on without
using thread lock? It’s a good idea, once the model is
finished, to go back through the manual and read and check
each step of the construction/assembly process. Check and
check again. For added comfort, enlist the aid of another
builder to critique your work.
Then, when you taxi out for takeoff, you will know that
everything is as it should be and that you haven’t forgotten
some important detail. If you are a pro, you may be able to
put the model together in short order because you know what
to look for and take care of the details almost automatically.
But, if you are a bit less than an expert, take your time and
don’t worry about how long it takes. Be meticulous.

More talking than flying. Huddle together for heat!!

If you’ve taken care of the details ahead of time, there really
shouldn’t be any surprises to catch you off guard and most
likely the model is going to fly just fine. The pros refers to the
model’s first flight as a trim flight. They don’t consider it as a
"test flight." They know the model is going to fly and it only
becomes a matter of trimming it.
If you are flying a model with a low power-to-weight ratio,
fly level for a few seconds immediately after takeoff to build
up flying speed. If the model climbs, apply a little down
elevator, if it turns one way or the other, make the necessary
corrections, but by golly don’t start yanking sticks around.
Chances are the model isn’t going to be very far out of trim
anyway. When you get to altitude, then begin correcting with
the trim buttons on your transmitter.

The whole gang, minus Alonzo; he left after it was too cold!
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The first flight is a culmination of your having taken care of
all the little details and, if you are confident in your work,
there is no need to panic. So taxi out, relax, take a deep breath
and line up for takeoff, check your control movement one last
time, and after that, "just fly the damned airplane." 

WINTER AIRCRAFT STORAGE TIPS

AMA INSIDER

The engine

First State R/C Club, Hockessin, Delaware

With the weather turning colder, many of us will be storing
our airplanes for the season. Here are some tips that will
make a happy aircraft and a happy flier come next spring.
When you finish flying for the day, you should always get the
unburned fuel out of the engine. Do this by pulling off the
fuel feed from the carburetor, attaching the glow driver, and
flipping the propeller. The engine may run a little, or it may
just pop. When there are no more pops, all the fuel is gone.
Next, make sure all the fuel is out of the tank. You would not
believe the green, slimy crud that grows inside a tank with
fuel left in it!

Do you receive AMA Insider? If not, read on.
The Academy of Model Aeronautics’ AMA INSIDER is
published electronically on a bimonthly basis for members of
the Academy of Model Aeronautics. Its purpose is to create a
network of information exchange between the Academy of
Model Aeronautics' chartered clubs as well as the Academy
of Model Aeronautics officials and chartered club officers. 

After removal from the airplane, the outside of the engine
should be cleaned off. Block the carburetor inlet and the
exhaust outlet with some wadded up paper towel. Grab an old
toothbrush and some engine cleaner (Formula 409, Fantastic,
Windex, Comet, etc.) and scrub the engine. When everything
is clean, wipe it down with a rag.
Oiling the inside of the engine comes next. Use Marvel
Mystery Oil or plain automatic transmission fluid for this. For
two-stroke engines, squirt some oil into the exhaust outlet,
then remove the glow plug and squirt some into the
combustion chamber. For four-stroke engines, squirt oil into
the crankcase vent and for the top end, remove the glow plug
and lubricate the valve train by squirting oil into the
combustion chamber.
Use your electric starter to turn the engine over for a second
or two. This will distribute the oil throughout the inside of the
engine (including the front bearings). Be sure to lubricate the
carburetor too so it doesn’t get stuck. Put the glow plug back
on and wrap your engine in a clean cotton rag. This will allow
it to breathe over the winter. Don’t put it in a plastic bag
because it could trap moisture and cause rust and corrosion.
The airframe
Build some more wing racks, if needed, and store your wings
on them. Don’t stack them in a pile or lean them in a corner.
You’ll end up with warped wings. Hang the fuselage
somewhere up out of the way.
The radio
Once a month, charge your system overnight. Keep a log
book to record when you do this. Once every two months,
after you finish the overnight charge, use a ESV, battery
cycler, or just run the system for 11⁄2 to 2 hours. Charge the
system overnight again. Don’t store the radio in a place where
it will get too cold, such as an unheated garage. 
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TIPS: SILICONE IRON PAD

GOODBYE, MIKIE!

Probably not too many know what this is sitting on the grey
silicone pad or use it. You use this to put heat activated
covering onto your models or use it to repair torn plastic
coverings on the ARF's!

When I used the covering iron, I always need to find a spot on
the table that the heat of the iron will not damage the surface
it is sitting on.
So when I saw this silicone trivet in a cookware store, I know
I can use it. Like many other items that were not designed for
modeling eventually find a way into my workshop (ok, many
of you knew many things that ventured into my workshop had
nothing to do with modeling!)
Give it a try, at least you gave yourself a target to put the iron
down. 


Mikie with his best friend, Mick Darata at Richardson Field.
Mikie suffered a stroke last Christmas, Mikie was 14 years
old.





The runway, still nice and smooth after the winter storm, the
same can't be said about the entrance to the field. Photo by D.
Lowry.
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Random photo of the field. Photo by D. Lowry.

A semi-frozen Mike at PCC on New Year's Day.

Brian at SACRC. Photo by J.Wilson

Martin's Me-262 on a flyby. Photo from M.Chorley collection.

Jim at SACRC. Photo by J.Wilson

Martin's dH-4. Photo from M.Chorley collection.
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, January 16th, 2013, 7:30 p.m.
Holiday Party: January 19th, 2013 at Harry's Hofbrau, mark your calendar.
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